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INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a ring and let A be a flat finitely generated k-algebra. The 
k-algebra A is said to be differentially homogeneous when the A-modules 
of jets J~/~ = (A ~ A) /A  r÷l are projective for any r > 0, where A 
stands for the diagonal ideal. 
Basic examples of differentially homogeneous algebras are smooth alge- 
bras, affine rings of algebraic groups (or in general, affine rings of 
homogeneous k-schemes under the action of an algebraic group), and 
finite field extensions. 
The aim of this paper is to determine the local structure of differentially 
homogeneous algebras. Specifically, the following result will be proved: 
THEOREM. Let k be a Noetherian ring with connected spectrum and let 
@ = k[[ ~:1 . . . . .  ~:n ]] be a complete separated k-algebra with respect to the ideal 
m = (~1 . . . . .  ~n ) where ~/m = k. Then C is (formally) differentially homo- 
geneous if and only if there exists a faithfully flat morphism k ~ K such that 
/K [ [x1  . . . . .  Xn] ] 
when the characteristic of k is not prime. 
~'  ~ g m- /g [ [xx  . . . . .  Xn]]/(x pc1 . . . . .  Xr per) 
[ when char(k) = p is prime. 
* This paper is part of the author's doctoral dissertation at the Universidad de Salamanca, 
under the supervision of J. B. Sancho de Salas. 
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In the case of non-prime characteristic, the faithfully flat base change 
k ~ K is a Zariski open cover. When k is a field of positive characteristic, 
the base change k ~ K is a purely inseparable algebraic field extension 
(possibly infinite). 
The above theorem generalizes some well-known results: Grothendieck's 
structure theorem of differentially smooth k-algebras (essentially stating 
that, for any complete differentially smooth k-algebra @, there exists a 
base change k ~ K, an open cover in the Zariski topology, such that 
~k K = K[[x 1 . . . . .  xn]]); the classical theorem of Cartier and Dieudonne 
on the local structure of algebraic groups (see 4.6); and a theorem on the 
structure of purely inseparable field extensions (see 4.3). Moreover, a 
variation of our theorem for graded algebras includes a result of Kempf on 
the structure of homogeneous closed subgroups of the affine space (see 
5.4). 
Finally, it is important o remark that the Noetherian restriction in the 
structure theorem may be eliminated. However, since the proofs are then 
lengthened with purely technical details, we shall only consider the 
Noetherian case. 
PRELIMINARIES: MODULES OF JETS AND COMPLETIONS 
In this section we shall review some more or less well-known properties 
of modules of jets. 
From now on k will be a ring and ,4 will be a k-algebra. 
DEFINITION 0.1. Let M be an ,4-module. A k-linear map D: ,4 ~ M 
is defined to be a differential operator of order 0 if for any a ~ ,4 the 
operator [D, a] = D o a -a  o D is null. In other words, a differential 
operator of order 0 is a homomorphism D: A ~ M of ,4-modules. 
A differential operator of order < r is inductively defined to be a 
k-linear map D: A ~ M such that [D, a] is a differential operator of order 
<r -  l fo ranya  ~,4.  
In conclusion, a k-linear map D: ,4 ~ M is said to be a differential 
operator of order < r if 
[ . . .  [[ D,  a l l ,a2]  . . . .  , /2r+l] =0 
for any a l , . . . ,a r+ 1 ~A.  
The set Difff¢(,4, M) of all differential operators of order r with values 
in M has a natural ,4-module structure. 
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DEFINITION 0.2. Let A be the diagonal ideal of A % A. The module 
of jets of order r is defined to be 
J J /k = (A  ¢~ A) /N  +', 
where the A-module structure is induced by the second factor of the 
tensor product. 
In fact J~/k is an A-algebra but we shall only consider its A-module 
structure. 
Let us consider the k-linear map j: A -) J J /k, j(a) = a ® 1. This map 
is the universal differential operator of order r. Specifically, we have 
THEOREM 0.3 (EGA IV 16.8.8). I f  D: A --) M is a differential operator of 
order r, then there exists a unique morphism of A-modules w: J~ /k --* M such 
that D = w o j. Hence, we have an isomorphism of A-modules 
Dif f , (A,  M) = Homa(J~/k,  M) .  
Let us now recall some elementary properties of the A-modules of jets. 
PROPOSITION 0.4. (a) Stability under base changes. For any base change 
k -~ K, we have 
J J /k ®k K = JAsd(/r" 
(b) I f  A ~ k is an epimorphism of k-algebras with kernel m, then 
J J /k ®A A /m =A/m r+l. 
Now we shall extend these properties to the completion of the module 
of jets. First recall the following 
LEMMA 0.5. Let I be a finitely generated i eal of a ring A and let )Pl be the 
I-adic completion of an A-module M. Then 
1~I / ,~2~I = M/ InM 
(see [2, EGA L 0 7.2.7] and Bourbaki [1, Sect. III, 2 12, Corollaire 2]). 
^ 
Therefore, M is complete and separated for the I-adic topology. 
Now, let ~' be a complete and separated k-algebra with respect o some 
ideal m. Let ^• • J~/k denote the m-adic completion of J~/k" 
From 0.5 and 0.4(b) we obtain 
PROPOSITION 0.6. Let • be a complete and separated k-algebra with 
respect o some finitely generated ideal m. I f  @/m = k, then we have 
f~/k % k = ~/m •+1. 
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Remark. Under the same hypotheses, we also have ~ l /k  ®~ k = 
m/m 2. 
LEMMA 0.7. Let A be the completion of a ring A with respect to afinitely 
generated ideal I. Let M be a complete and separated A-module. For any 
A-module N we have 
^ 
HomA(N, M) = Hom,/(N, M).  
Proof. 
HomA(N, M) = HomA(N, limM/I"M) = limHomA(N, M/I"M) 
n n 
= lira Horn A/i, (N / I "N ,  M/I"M)  
n 
= lira Hom4/, ,4(N/ I"N,  M/ I "M)  
n 
= limHom~(~, m/I"m) = Hom~(ff, M). 
n 
LEMMA 0.8. Under the same hypotheses as 0.7, we have 
Diff~,(A, M) = Diff~,(A, M).  
Proof Proceeding by induction on r and n, it is easy to check that 
D(I n) c_ In-rM for any differential operator of order r (this property 
implies that any differential operator D: A ~ M is continuous). 
Using this fact, the proof is analogous to the proof of 0.7. I 
As a consequence of the above lemrnas we obtain 
PROPOSITION 0.9. Let I be a finitely generated i eal of a k-algebra A and 
let M be a complete and separated A-module with respect to the I-adic 
topology. Then we have 
0.8 r ^ 0.7 / ^r M) HomA(~/k ,M ) °'--7 Diff~(A,M) = Dif fk(A,M) = HomA[J~^/~, 
and therefore -~^/ k ~ -~ JA/k"  
Let M be a complete and separated A-module with respect o a finitely 
generated i eal I. For any base change k ~ K, we set 
M ~ K = lira [ (M/ / "M)  ¢~ K].  
n 
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I 
PROPOSITION 0.10.  
Proof 
f f  I is a finitely generated ideal of A, we have 
~/k  ~ K= JA~'~/K. 
^ ~'~ n ~'r K ]  0.5 J~/k 6k K= l im[ J~/ J I  J i /k  ®k = l im[ J~/k / I " J j / k  ~ K] 
n n 
0.9 
0.4 lim [ J~K/K / I  JI~K/K] - ~" ^ = r n r - -  JA~K/K  = J~K/K'.. 
n 
PROPOSITION 0.11. Let G be a complete and separated k-algebra with 
respect o a finitely generated ideal m. Let M be a complete and separated 
G-module of finite type. For any faithfully flat base change k ~ K we have 
M is a projective G-module ~ M ~k K is a projective G ~k K-module. 
Proof. By [2, EGA I 0.7.2.10], a finitely generated G-module M is 
projective if and only if M/mnM is a projective G/m"-modu le  for any 
n _ 0. Moreover, the property of being a projective module of finite type is 
stable under changes of base and under faithfully flat descent. Therefore, 
we have the following equivalences. 
M is a projective G-module ,~ M/m"M is a projective G/m"-modu le  
for any~ n >_ 0 ¢o MfmnM ®k K is a G/rrt ~ ~ K-module for any n >_ 0 
M ~ K is a G % K-module. | 
Given a ~A,  we put da=a® 1-  l®a ~A~ A, as well as the 
residue class of da in J ] /k =A ®k A~ Ar+l. 
PROPOSITION 0.12. Let ~ = k[[x I . . . .  , x~]]. Then f~/k  is a free J~-mod- 
ule with basis {(dr)'* = (dr1) al -.. (drn)a"}, where a = (a 1 . . . . .  a n) ~ ~ and 
I~1 = ~,ai < r. 
Proof. First we consider the module of jets of the k-algebra A = 
k[x 1 . . . . .  x~]. We have 
A ¢~ A = k[x 1 . . . . .  Xn] @k A =h[x  I ® 1 . . . . .  x n ® 1] =A[dx  1 . . . . .  dxn]. 
Hence 
J.~/k = (A  ®k A) /Ar+l  =A[drx  . . . . .  d rn ] / (d r l , ' - - ,d rn )  +a
SO that ].~/k is a free A-module with basis {(drlY 1 ... (drn)a.} where 
~a i _< r. 
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The result follows directly considering the (x~,.. . ,  xn)-adic completion 
of Jf~/k, because we have f~/k = f~/g by 0.9. ! 
Given multi-indices a = (a 1 . . . . .  a,), fl = (b l , . . . ,  b,) ~ t~ n, we write 
(~) = (~). . .  (~Q. 
COROLLARY 0.13. Let ~q~ = k[[xl , . . . ,  x,]]. Then Diff~,Cq~, ~)  is a free 
~-module with basis {Do}, where [3 ~ ~,  I [3} < r, and D~ is the differential 
operator characterized by the property 
Proof. By 0.9 we have an isomorphism 
) . r  Hom~ /g ,  ~ = D l f fk ( , .~ ,  , .~) ,  w ~ w o j 
where ]: ~9~  f~/k,  j(a) = a ® 1 is the universal differential operator. 
Let us consider the basis {(dr) ~} of f~/k  according to 0.12, and the 
corresponding dual basis {w~} of Hom~(f~/k ,  ~'). Then Da = w~ o j is a 
basis of Diff~(,gL ~9~) and we only have to check the stated property: 
Do(x ~) = we( j (x~))  = we((x ® 1) ~) = w~((dx + 1 ® x)" )  
[3Ix . 
! 
Note that, for characteristic zero, we have Dr3 = (1/f l  !)(c ~jt~ I/0 t~x). 
COROLL~Y 0.14. Let ~ = k[[ ~a,.. . ,  ~n]] be a complete and separated 
k-algebra with respect o a finitely generated ideal m = (~1 . . . .  , ~). Then the 
~-modules f~ /k are of finite type. 
Proof. The epimorphism 
. . . . .  =e,  
induces an epimorphism of ~'-modules J~/k ~ J~/k" Hence we also have 
an epimorphism f~lk  ~r ~ -~ J /~, and the conclusion follows because J e/k is 
of finite type (0.12). | 
PROPOSITION 0.15. (Sweedler). Let 6¢ = k[[x I . . . . .  xn]]/(xP°',., rP'm) 
where k is of prime characteristic p > O. Then J~,/k is a free 6e-module with 
basis {(dx) ~ = (dxy~ ... (dx~)~-}, where Ea i < r and 0 <_ a i < pe~ for any 
l <_i <m.  
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Proof. Analogously to the case 0.12, first we determine the modules of 
jets of the k-algebra A = k[x 1 . . . .  , x~]/(x~el.., xP'm). We have 
A ®k Z = k[x  I . . . . .  Xn]/ (X pq . . . . .  xPe~) ®k A 
=A[x  I ® 1 . . . .  ,x~ ® 1] / ( (x  a ® 1)Pe',...,(Xm ® 1) p'') 
= A[ dx 1 . . . . .  dxn ]//(( dx1)Pel,..., (d.xm)Pe=), 
where the last equality uses (dxi)P" = xP'~® 1-  1 ® x p''= xPe'® 1 in 
A[x 1 ® 1, . . . ,  x~ ® 1]. Therefore 
J.~/k = (A  % A)//Ar+l 
= A[ dxl, . . . , dXn]//( ( ( dXl) pea, . . . .  ( dxm) peru) nt- (dx1, . . . ,  dxn) r+l) 
so that Jfl/k is a free A-module with basis {(dXl) ~' ... (dx~)~.}, where 
52a i _<rand0<a i<pe '  for any lN i _<m.  
The result follows directly considering the (x 1 . . . .  , xn)-adic completion, 
because ~^/k = ff~/k by 0.9. | 
1. PROOF OF THE STRUCTURE THEOREM 
General Hypotheses. In this section, k will denote a Noetherian ring 
with connected spectrum. The connectedness implies that the characteris- 
tic of k is zero or a prime power. It also implies that any projective 
k-module has a constant rank over Speck. 
Let us consider a complete and separated k-algebra @ = k[[ ~1 . . . .  , ~n]] 
with respect to a finitely generated ideal m = (~1,. . . ,  ~n) such that 
@/m = k. 
Remark that rn is contained in the Jacobson radical of @ (Matsumura 
[5, Theorem 8.21). 
DEFINITION 1.1. The k-algebra @ is said to be (formally) differentially 
homogeneous when the @-modules f~/k are projective for any r _> 0. 
We shall omit the word "formally" in the previous definition in Sections 
1-3. 
Note that differentially homogeneous algebras are stable under change 
of base, because so are the modules of jets (0.10), and under faithfully flat 
descent since for any faithfully flat base change k --* K we have 
f~/k is a projective @-module ** f ;~K/ r  is a projective @ ~k K-module 
(see 0.10 and 0.11). 
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Notation. Let  oo~ = k [ [x  1 . . . . .  x.]]. The  epimorphism 
= k[ [x ,  . . . . .  x , ] ]  : = 
induces for any r >__ 0 an epimorphism 
LEMMA 1.2. 
then 
x i )  = #i 
7r :k [ [x  1 . . . . .  Xn]] / (  x 1 . . . .  , Xn) r+ l 
-~ : = k[ [~ 1 . . . .  , ~.]]/(s~ 1 . . . . .  ~.).+ 1. 
^r I f  J~ / ~ is a projective :-module and ¢:r is an isomorphism, 
Di f f , ( : ,  :) = Diff~,(.q, :) 
so that for any differential operator D : ~9~  5~ of order r we have D(ker rr) 
_c ker 7r. 
Proof Tensoring the natural epimorphism 
^r 
by ®~, k and applying 0.6, we obtain the isomorphism % 
^ ¢rr 
J f~/k ~R k = k [ [x  1 . . . .  ,Xn] ] / / (x  1 . . . . .  Xn) r+l "~ : 
= k[ [E1  . . . .  , ~n] ] / (~x , ' " ,  ~n) r+ l  
= ®,, k. 
By Nakayama's lemma, it follows that the morphism of projective 
^r :-modules J~/k ®,~ : ~ J~/k is an isomorphism. The dual isomorphism 
provides the desired equality. I 
When k is a flat Z-algebra nd A is a flat k-algebra of finite type, it is 
well known that the condition of f l  1/~ being projective is equivalent to A 
being smooth (see [3, EGA IV 16.2.2]). A variation is 
PROPOSITION 1.3. I f  k is a flat Z-algebra, then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(a) : = k[[ ~1 . . . . .  ~,]] is a differentially homogeneous k-algebra. 
(b) ~l /k  is a projective :-module. 
(c) There exists a faithfully flat base change k ~ K (in fact an open 
cover of the Zariski topology) such that 
: % K = K[ [x  1 . . . . .  xnl ] . 
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Proof (a) = (b). ~l /k  is a projective module because it is a direct 
summand of J~/k. 
(b) ~ (c). After a base change, we may assume that ~l /k  ®~ k = m/m 2 
is a free k-module, say with basis {~1 . . . . .  ~n}. Let us prove that the 
epimorphism 
"FfI '~ = k [ [x1 , ' " ,Xn] ]  -"~ C= k[ [~ l  . . . . .  ~n]] ,  7F(Xi) = ~i 
is an isomorphism. 
Remark  that the morphism 
71"1 : k [ [ x  1 . . . . .  Xn] ] l (X l , . . .  , Xn)  2 "-) C = k [ [ ~ : l  . . . . .  ~ n ] ] / ( ~ l , ' ' ' ,  ~ n )  2 
is an isomorphism; hence, by 1.2, we have D(ker~r )_  ker~- for any 
derivation D : ~9~ ~ ~.  
If  ker 7r ~ 0, a contradiction follows. Let q(x) = Eh~x"  ~ ker 7r be a 
nonzero series of minimal order, say r. Let us consider an index a = 
(a I . . . . .  a~) such that Io~1 = r, ;~. ~ 0. We may assume that a I q: 0. Then 
3 
- - (q (x ) )  = a I • A,~x '~-(' ..... o) + ... ~ kerzr  
and a 1 • A, ~ 0 because k is a torsion-free Z-module.  We obtain a non-zero 
series in ker ~r of order < r, contradicting the choice of q(x). 
(c) = (a). This follows f rom 0.12, since differentially homogeneous alge- 
bras are stable under faithfully flat descent. I 
Without the flatness hypothesis, condition (b) does not imply either (a) 
or (c), even when the characteristic of k is zero. For example, let k = 
Z[y]/(2y), which is a non-flat Z-algebra of characteristic zero, and let 
C = k[x]/(yx2). This k-algebra is not differentially homogeneous,  al- 
though ~l /k  is free. 
STRUCTURE THEOREM (Non-pr ime Characteristic) 1.4. Let us assume 
that the characteristic of k is not prime. Then the k-algebra C = k[[ £1 . . . .  , £n]] 
is differentially homogeneous if and only if there exists a faithfully flat base 
change k --* K (an open covering for the Zariski topology) such that 
C ~ K = K[ [  x i . . . . .  Xn] ] . 
Proof By 0.12, it is a sufficient condition (recall that differentially 
homogeneous algebras are stable under faithfully flat descent). 
Now, let us prove that it is a necessary condition. First remark that 
~/k  is a projective C-module because it is a direct summand of J~/k. 
Hence, ~l /k  ®~ k = m/m E is a projective k-module and, after a base 
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change (an open cover of  Speck) ,  we may assume that m/m 2 is f lee. I f  
{ ~a . . . .  , ~} is a basis of  m/m: ,  we shall prove that the ep imorphism 
q ' / ' '~  : k [ [x1  . . . .  ,Xn]] "+ ~ = k [ [~ l  . . . . .  ~n] ] ,  7 i ' (x i )  : ~i 
is an isomorphism. 
I f  ker  7r # 0, we obtain a contradict ion. Let  r be the min imum of all 
orders of  e lements in ker  or. That is to say, r > 1 is the first integer such 
that the ep imorphism 
qr :k [ [x  1 . . . .  , Xn] ] / / (  X 1 . . . . .  Xn)  `+1 
---> • = k [ [~ l  . . . . .  ~n l ] / / (  ~1 . . . . .  en) r+ l  
is not injective. Note that, by 1.2, we have D(ker  or)___ ker  7r for any 
differential  operator  D : ~ '  ~ ~9~ of order  < r. 
The k-module  ker  7r r is projective because it is the kernel  of an epimor-  
phism between projective k-modules.  Af ter  a base change, we may assume 
that ker  ¢r~ is a free k-module.  Now e consider two cases, according to 
the characterist ic of k. 
- -Character i s t i c  zero. Since ker  7rr is a free k-module,  some e lement  
is not annihi lated by r!. Hence there exists q(x) = E l~ l~,h~x"  ~ ker r r  
such that r ! .q (x )# 0 in ker  Zrr, so that r ! -h  a @ 0 for some index a such 
that I~1 ---- r. I f  a = (a 1 . . . . .  an), we may assume that a I ¢= 0, so that 
0 < a 1 ___ la l  - r. 
Now let us consider the der ivat ion D = O/3x 1. We have 
D(q(x) )  = D(h~x"  + ...) = a 1 • h~x ~-0  ..... 0) + ... ~ kerzr ,  
where a 1 • A a 5a 0 because r!. h a @ O. That  is to say, we obtain a non-zero 
e lement  in ker ~r of  order  (r  - 1), contradict ing the choice of r.
- -Character i s t i c  pm, where p is pr ime and m > 1. Since ker  ~r r is a 
free k-module,  some e lement  is not annihi lated by p. Again there exists 
q(x) = El~i~rh~x ~"~ kerTr such that p .  h a @ 0 for some index a = 
(a  1 . . . . .  an) with Io~1---r. Again we may assume that al  =~ 0. Set a 1 =p ' .  b 
where p does not divide b. Let us consider the dif ferential  operator  
De = D(p*-'.o ..... 0) (if s = 0, we consider D e = 3/3xl). We then have 
D~(q(x) )  = De( h~x ~ + . . . )  °13[ p~'b ] 
= l jao °-  + . . .  
¢ 
= m' .p  • h~x '~-~ + -.. ~ ker  ~r, 
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where the integer m' is not a multiple of p and hence is invertible in k. 
Again we obtain a non-zero element in ker 7r of order < r, contradicting 
the choice of r. I 
To extend the above theorem to the case of prime characteristic p > 0 
we shall need some properties of p th  powers that we shall prove next. 
2. pTH POWERS 
Maintaining the general hypotheses of the above section, we shall now 
also assume that k has prime characteristic p > 0. 
The pth power of a k-algebra of finite type A = k[ ~1 . . . .  , ~,] is the 
k-subalgebra A p = k[ ~lP,..., ~f] generated by the p-powers of elements 
of A. This definition may be naturally extended to the case of topological 
algebras: 
DEFINITION 2.1. The p-power of @ = k[[ ~1 . . . . .  ~n]] is defined to be 
@P = k[[ ~i ° . . . . .  ~]] .  Precisely, @P is the image of ~'P = k[[x p . . . . .  xP]] 
under the epimorphism Ir : ~ = k[[xl . . . . .  xn]] --> k [ [~D. . . ,  ~]] = @, 
71"(Xi) = ¢i" 
Later we shall prove that @p does not depend on the chosen generators 
PROPOSITION 2.2. :P  = k[[ ~1 p. . . . .  ~P]] is a complete and separated k-al- 
gebra with respect o the ideal In, = (~P . . . . .  ~ ). 
Proof. @P is complete because it is a quotient of k[[x~ . . . .  , x~P]]. It is 
separated because I"1 m~ c_ N m'  = 0. I 
In the proof of the following result we shall use, for the first time, the 
assumption that k is Noetherian. 
LEMMA 2.3. The m-adic topology of : induces on the subalgebra @" the 
m p-adic topology. 
Proof. The morphism k[[x~,.. . ,  x~]] ~ k[[x 1 . . . .  , x~]] is finite, so that 
@p ~ @ is also a finite morphism. Moreover, @e is a Noetherian ring, 
because it is a quotient of k[[xP,.. . ,  xP]]. 
We have m e • @ ___ m and m r _ m e • @ when r is sufficiently large, so 
that the rn-adic and me-adic topologies coincide on @. 
Applying the lemma of Art in-Rees to the @e-modules @e c @, we 
obtain that the m-adic topology induces the me-adic topology on @e. I 
PROPOSITION 2.4. We have 
= 
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Hence, @P is the smallest closed k-subalgebra of 6e containing the pth power 
of all elements of 6z. 
Proof. Via the natural inclusion ~P/m r yl C p ~ G/m r we have the 
equality ~P / /m r ('1 ~'P -- (~/mr)  p. Therefore 
2.3 
6ep = lira GP/m r N G p = lim( G /mr)  p. 
Proof. 
we have 
We shall now prove that pth powers commute with flat base changes. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For any flat base change k ~ K we have 
eP~kK=(@~K)  p. 
Proof. Let us consider the equalities 
def. r .  r" K]2~l im[ (~p/m r _  @P 6k K = l lm[(~'P/mp) ~ f3 ~ep) ~, K] 
= l im[ (e / /n t r )  p ~ K]  
=* lim[( /m r) K] p = lim[,e K/mr  K] p 
= lim[e~ ~k K/m'6~ ~ g] p 
24(e  K)', 
where (*) is due to the fact that pth powers of finite k-algebras obviously 
commute with flat base change. | 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let D : ~e ~ M be a differential operator of order 
< pm. Then the restriction D : ~P ~ M is a differential operator of order 
~m.  
We shall use the following elementary formula. For any a ~ ~', 
[D,a  p] = [ . . . [D ,a ]  p 
(if one considers D to be a morphism D: t,,~ JP/ k ~ M of ~'-modules, then 
the above formula is equivalent to the obvious equality, D o(a p ® 1 - 1 ® 
a p) = D o(a ® 1 - 1 ® a)P). 
Since order D < pro, the above formula implies that, for any al . . . .  , 
am + 1 ~ ~¢, we have 
[ . . . [ [D ,  aP] ,a~], . . . ,aP+,]  =0.  
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By continuity, we obtain 
[ . . . [ [D,  bl],b2] . . . . .  bm+l] =0 
for any b 1 . . . . .  bm+ 1 ~ @P. Hence, the differential operator D:N p ~ M 
has order <m.  | 
COROLLARY 2.7. There exists a natural morphism of N-modules: f~/k  
;pm 
¢pm Proof. Let us consider the universal differential operator j : N ~ JP/k 
;pm of order pm. By 2.6, the restriction j : N p ~ Jff/k has order < m. This 
^m ~pm operator defines, by 0.9, a morphism of NP-modules Jffp/g ~ J~/k (note 
that we can use 0.9 since pm Jff/k is a complete and separated ~eP-module). | 
3. PROOF OF THE STRUCTURE THEOREM (CONTINUATION)  
We shall now prove the structure theorem in the case of prime charac- 
teristic p > 0. We maintain the general hypotheses of Section 1. 
Let us assume that f i l /~  is a free N-module. Then m/m 2 = ~1/~ ®~, k 
is a free k-module, say with basis ~1,-.. ,  ~n. We consider the epimorphism 
. . . . .  x , ] ]  . . . . .  =e,  
defining an isomorphism 
77" 1 : ~ / / (X  1 . . . . .  Xn) 2 --3. N / /m 2 , 
The morphism 7r also induces an epimorphism ¢r p : 92 p ~ 6eP. There- 
fore, we have a commutative diagram 
---) @ 
U u 
~-p 
LEMMA 3.1. If ~ /k  is a free N-module, then we have 
ker lr = ker 1r p .~'.  
Proof. Since 7/" 1 is an epimorphism, by 1.2 we have D(ker zr) ___ ker 7r 
for any derivation D : ~q' ~ ~ge. 
Clearly ~ is a free ~P-module with basis {x ~= x~ 1 ... xa"}, where 
0 < a i < p. Hence, for any f ~ ker ¢r we have 
f=  ~_,g~x ~, g~ ~J~P. 
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In the set of all indices consider an index a of maximal order [a[ = Y'.a i 
such that g,~ ~= O. Since all elements of ~P  have null derivative, we have 
31al 
O,~x ( f  ) = a!.g,~ ~ ker~r 
so that g~ ~ ker~r p. Adding -g~x ~ to f and iterating the above argu- 
ment, we conclude that f ~ ker ~-P .~'. | 
PROPOSITION 3.2. I f  ~ l /k  is a projective C-module (for example, if G is 
differentially homogeneous) then G is a projective GP-module. 
Proof. The question of G being a projective GP-module is stable by 
faithfully flat descent (see 0.11 and 2.5). So, after a faithfully flat base 
change, we may assume that the projective k-module m/ rn  2 = ~l /k  ®~, k 
is free. By Nakayama's lemma, the projective C-module ~ l /k  is also free. 
Now we may apply 3.1: it is clear that ~q' is a free ~'P-module of finite type 
and, by 3.1, it follows that G=~' /kerTrP .~,a2=2 ®~p G p is a free 
GP-module. | 
Recall that there exists a natural morphism JffP/k^m ®e~P G --* JP/~Pm (see 
2.7). 
LEMMA 3.3. / f  @ is differentially homogeneous^and ~l /k  is a free 
m pm C-module, then Jff~/k ®~, G is a direct summand of JP/k. 
Proof Let ~- :~ ~ G be the epimorphism considered in 3.1. Let 
m = (x 1 . . . . .  x n) ___~ and mp= (Xl p . . . . .  x p) ___~'P and let m, mp also 
denote the corresponding images in G and G p. 
First we prove that ,9~P/mp+l is a direct summand of ~/II1 pm+ 1. Let 
M=~'P /m~ '+1 be the k-submodule of oq'/m pm+~ generated by the 
monomials x ~ such that ot is divisible by p; and let N be the k-submodule 
of ~/ r r t  pm +1 generated by the monomials x ~ such that a is not divisible 
by p. Then we have 
, ,~/m pm+l = M • N =~P/mp +1 @ N. 
Moreover, M and N are ~P-submodules of ,_~/m prn+l 
Tensoring this decomposition with ®s,v ~q~P/ker ~r p = ®~p G p and ap- 
3.1 
plying ~q' ®~p G p = G, we obtain a decomposition 
t~/m pm+ l ~ Gp// lnp n+l ~/V  
~'m ~pm so that [J~P/k ®~ G| ®~ k is a direct summand of JP/k ®~ k. The con- 
clusion follows by the lemma below. | 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let ~o : M ~ P be a morphism of C-modules of finite type. I f  
P isprojective and M ®e~ k is a direct summand o fP  ®e~ k (via q~ ® id), then 
M is a direct summand of P (via ~o). 
Proof We have to prove that ~ is injective and coker ~o is projective. 
Both are local questions, so that we may assume that P is a free 
6~-module. In this case, the result follows directly from Nakayama's lemma. 
I 
PROPOSITION 3.5. I f  G is differentially homogeneous then G p is differen- 
tially homogeneous. 
Proof After a faithfully flat base change, we may assume that the 
projective k-module m/m 2 = ~l /k  ®e, k is free, so that, by Nakayama's 
lemma the projective C-module ~e~/k is also free. 
From 3.3, it follows that fff',/k ®e,p @ is a projective C-module. Since 
G p ~ G is a faithfully flat morphism (3.2), we conclude that f~, /k  is 
projective. I 
LEMMA 3.6. I f  @ is differentially homogeneous, then 
^1 ^ rank lIe,,/k < rank 12~/k. 
Proof After a faithfully flat base change, we may assume that both 
modules are free. Since 12~/k ®e, k = m/m E, it is sufficient o prove that 
rank k mp/m 2 < rank k m/m 2. 
The truth of this assertion is obvious, because, given a basis { ~ . . . . .  ~} 
of m/m E, we have that {~P . . . . .  ~f} generate rnp/m~. I 
PROPOSITION 3.7. I f  G is differentially homogeneous, then there exist an 
integer m and a faithfully flat base change k ~ K such that 
ePm ~)k K - -g [ [x l , . . . ,Xs ]  ]. 
Proof According to the above lemma, replacing G by a sufficiently 
high pth power, we may assume that 
^ ^1 ^1 rank l l l / k  = rank l le~/k = rank l~e, O2/k . . . .  
After a faithfully flat base change, we may also assume that ~ l /k  is 
free. Now let us consider (see 3.1) an epimorphism ~ ~ G inducing an 
^1 ^1 isomorphism l~s~/k ®~ G ~ lIe,/k. For any r > 0, the epimorphism 
^ ^1 
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is an isomorphism, because both modules are projective of  equal rank. By 
3.1 we have 
ker ~- = ker 7r p .~ '  = ker 7r p: .~  . . . .  
so that ker zr ___ fqr (x~r, . . .  , xPr) = 0 and we conclude that ~ = ~e. | 
STRUCTURE THEOREM 3.8 (Prime Characteristic). Assume that the char- 
acteristic of k is a prime p > O. Then the k-algebra @ = k[[ ~1 . . . . .  ~]]  /s 
differentially homogeneous if and only if there exists a faithfully flat base 
change k ---} K such that 
~, K= K[ [x . . . . , x . l ] / (x f  ~' . . . . .  Xgeh). 
Proof. The inverse implication follows directly from 0.15, since differ- 
entially homogeneous algebras are stable under faithfully flat descent. 
To prove the direct implication we proceed by induction in the first 
integer m such that ~'P ~ K = g[ [x  1 . . . . .  xs]] for some faithfully flat 
base change k ~ K. By the induction hypothesis, after a faithfully flat base 
change we may assume that 
Gp = k [ [y  I . . . . .  y, , l l / (ypl , , , . . . ,  y~,,h'), 
and that ~l /k  is a free @-module. Let us consider (see 3.1) epimorphisms 
~- : ~ ~ @, ~r p : oq~ 'p ~ ~'P. We have a commutative diagram 
I e,i [ 
k[ [Y l  . . . . .  Yn' ]] "/'/" 
I ep~ 1 
@P > G 
After a faithfully flat base change, there exist parameters z I . . . . .  z n in 
~'P such that z 1 . . . . .  z., project onto Yl . . . . .  y., and the others project onto 
zero. Therefore 
ker ¢rp = (z(  °1 . . . . .  Zff~',Zn,+l,...,Zn). 
After a faithfully flat base change, we may assume that there exist 
P P 
radicals x I = ~ . . . . .  xn = ~ in ~.  By 3.1, we conclude that 
ker~r = ker~rP .~a~, = Xl ,°'+' ,x~ ,XnP,+I X ~ . . -  ~ . . . ,  • 
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^1 ,- Remark 3.9. An analogous argument shows that, when l)e,~/k is a 
projective CP'-module for any r > 0, then there exists a faithfully flat base 
change k ~ K such that 
~ '~ K =K[ [x  I . . . .  ,x.l l l(x(' .... , x f  3. 
The converse statement is obvious, so that, when the characteristic of k 
is prime, the following conditions are equivalent: 
--@ is differentially homogeneous. 
__~'~@p  ^1 r/k is a projective ~PLmodule for any r _ 0. 
As we remarked in the Introduction, the structure theorems 1.4 and 3.8 
remain valid when the hypothesis of k being Noetherian is eliminated. In 
fact, Proposition 2.5 may be proved replacing the condition of k being 
Noetherian by the hypothesis of @P ~ ~' being a faithfully flat morphism. 
This result, conveniently used, is sufficient o prove the structure theorem 
following the same argument, with small modifications. 
We do not know hether the equivalence 3.9 holds without he hypothe- 
sis of k being Noetherian. 
4. CONSEQUENCES OF THE STRUCTURE THEOREM 
DEFINITION 4.1. A k-algebra of finite type A is said to be differentially 
homogeneous if it is fiat and the A-modules of jets J~/k are projective for 
any r >_ 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let k be a ring with connected spectrum and let A be a 
finite, differentially homogeneous, faithful flat k-algebra. 
I f  the characteristic of k is not prime, then there exists a faithfully flat base 
change k ~ K such that 
AK=K×. . .  ×K.  
I f  the characteristic of k is a prime p > 0, then there exists a faithfully fiat 
base change k --* K such that A K is a direct product of K-algebras of the type 
K[x 1, Xn]I(xP",. P<" • . . ,  ° . ,X  n ) "  
Proof. We may assume that the spectrum of A is connected. We may 
also assume that there xists a retraction ~r : A ~ k (otherwise, we con- 
sider the base change k ~ A and the obvious retraction A ~ A ~ A). 
Let m = ker zr. Since the k-modules J~/k ®n k = A /m r+ 1 are projective, 
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the next exact sequences 
0 ~ mr /m r+l ----)A/m r+l ~A/m r ~ 0 
0 ~ m r+ l  ----> nI  r ---> I l l r / I l l  r+l "'> 0 
show that the k-modules m r, mr/m r+l are also projective. Therefore the 
chain m ~ m E _ m 3 ~ ... stabilizes, so that we have m n = m n+l for 
some n ~ ~. 
It is clear that the open set U = {x ~ Spec A : m~ = 0} is contained in 
the closed set (m)o. Since m n = m n+x, we have U = (m)o by Nakayama's 
lemma. Now Spec A being connected, we have U = Spec A and m ~ = 0. 
It follows that A is a differentially homogeneous, m-adically complete and 
separated k-algebra. The conclusion follows applying the structure theo- 
rems 1.4 and 3.8. | 
The above result was proved by Pauer [6] replacing the hypothesis of A 
being differentially homogeneous by the hypothesis of the AP'-modules 
l~P,lk being projective. As we remarked in 3.9, these two conditions are 
equivalent. 
Note that the above theorem does not need the hypothesis of k being 
Noetherian. The Noetherian character of k is used in the proof of the 
structure theorem 3.8 only to obtain the commutativity of pth powers 
when faithfully flat base changes (see Proposition 2.5). In the case of 
k-algebras of finite type, however, this result holds trivially even when k is 
not Noetherian. 
Field extensions are obvious examples of differentially homogeneous 
algebras, so that as a particular case of the above structure theorem we 
obtain the local structure theorem for purely inseparable xtensions: 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let k ~ K be a finite purely inseparable field extension 
and let k be the algebraic losure of k. Then we have 
g ~k ~ = k [X l , ' ' ' ,Xn] / / (Xpe ' , ' ' ' , xgen)  " 
This result is essentially contained in Pickert [7] and is explicitly stated 
in Rasala [8]. 
DEFINITION 4.4. A k-scheme X of finite type is said to be differentially 
homogeneous ff it is flat over k and the •x-modules J J /k = (Ox 
Ox)A r+l are locally free for any r > 0. 
Let us consider an algebraic k-group G and an action /z : G ×k X ~ X 
of G on a k-scheme of finite type X. Recall that X is said to be 
homogeneous with respect o the action tz when the following condition 
holds: Given a k-scheme T and two morphisms of k-schemes xl, x 2 : T 
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X, there exists a faithfully fiat morphism T ~ T and a morphism g : T ~ G 
x i 
such that Ix(g, xl) = x2, where 2~ stands for the composition T --* T ~ X. 
Using the functor of points of Grothendieck, this condition states that, for 
any two points of X, locally in the f.p.q.c, topology, there exists a point of 
G transforming one of them onto the other. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let X be a scheme of finite type over a field k. If X is 
homogeneous with respect to some algebraic k-group G, then X is differentially 
homogeneous. 
Proof. Let x :T  ~ X be a morphism of k-schemes. We define the 
~-modu le  of jets of order r at x to be 
= +1,  
where A stands for the ideal of the graph T ~ X ×k T of x. In particular 
J~:/k = JJ, i, where i : X -~ X is the identity. 
Modules of jets are stable under changesin the following sense: Given a 
morphism x : T ~ X, for any base change T -~ T we have 
x 
where ~ is the composition T ~ T ~ X. 
To prove the proposition, we may assume that k is algebraically closed. 
Let us consider a rational point x : Spec k ~ X and the identity i : X ~ X. 
Since X is horn_ogeneous, there exist a faithfully flat morphism X ~ X 
and a point g : X ~ G transforming x onto i, hence defining an isomor- 
phism between the corresponding modules of jets; JJ, x ~k @~ = J~v,i ®~x 
GX-. The G~module J~,x % @x" is obviously locally free and, X ~ X 
being faithfully fiat, it follows that JJ, i =J~v/k is also a locally free 
~'x-module. | 
From the above proposition and the structure theorems 1.4 and 3.8, one 
readily obtains the following classical result. 
COROLLARY 4.6 (Cartier-Dieudonne). Let X be a homogeneous scheme 
over an algebraic closed field k. Let ~ be the complete local ring of X at a 
rational point. We have: 
/ f  char (k )  = 0, then @ = k[ [x  1 . . . .  , xn]] .  
f f  char(k) = p > 0, then • = k[[Xl, . . . .  , Xn] ] / (x~¢ l , . .  , XrPer)" 
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5. VARIATIONS: DIFFERENTIALLY HOMOGENEOUS 
GRADED ALGEBRAS 
Let k be a ring with connected spectrum. In this section A = k[ ~1,..-, 
~n] will denote a graded k-algebra of finite type, generated by homoge- 
neous elements ~1,..., ~n of degree 1. 
The structure theorems for differentially homogeneous graded algebras 
may be proved following the reasoning used in Section 1 in the complete 
case. Since the proofs are totally analogous (replacing k[[xl,..., x,]] by 
k[xl , . . . ,  xn], the standard Nakayama lemma by the graded Nakayama 
lemma, and so on) we only state the results; 
THEOREM 5.1. I f  char(k) is not a positive prime number, then any 
differentially homogeneous graded k-algebra A generated by a finite number of 
elements of degree 1 is isomorphic to the symmetric algebra of a projective 
k-module of finite type. That is to say 
A = SkM, 
where M is the homogeneous component of A of degree 1. 
THEOREM 5.2. I f  char(k) = p > 0 is a positive prime number, then for 
any differentially homogeneous graded k-algebra A generated by a finite 
number of elements of degree 1, there exists a f ithfully flat change k ~ K 
such that 
Z ~, K= g[xl,...,Xn]//(xpel,...,Xr per) 
(isomorphism of graded K-algebras). 
When k is local, the above theorem may be restated as follows: 
THEOREM 5.3. I f  k is a local ring of prime characteristic p > O, then any 
differentially homogeneous graded k-algebra A generated by a finite number of 
elements of degree 1 is isomorphic to 
A = k[x~ . . . . .  x~1/(09, . . . . .  09r), 
where 09 1 . . . . .  09~ are additive forms. 
Recall that an additive form of degree pe is a polynomial 09 = Y.iAixf'. 
The above additive forms 09 1 . . . . .  09r may be chosen to be independent, 
i.e., if pe l  . . . . .  per are the degrees of oJ 1 .. . .  ,09r respectively, then the 
per 
P"r - -  ., ~ (with coefficients in a convenient faithfully polynomials g 091,-  
flat base change k --* K) are linearly independent forms of degree 1. 
Since any algebraic group is differentially homogeneous (by 4.5), as a 
consequence of the above theorem one obtains 
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COROLLARY 5.4 (Kempf) .  Let G a closed subgroup of  A n = 
Spec k[ x a . . . . .  x,] (with the usual additive structure), where k is a field. I f  G 
is invariant under homotheties (equivalently, G is defined by an homogeneous 
ideal o f  k[x  1 . . . . .  xn]), then 
G = Spec k[x  1 . . . .  , Xn]//( to 1 . . . . .  tot) , 
where tOl , . . .  , t.o r are independent additive forms. 
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